PHOTOGRAPHY ASSIGNMENT EVALUATION SHEET
Name (first/last)___________________________________________________ Assignment _____________________________________________ Period __________________
Student Number__________________________________ Computer Number (last 4 digits) _____________
Your teacher fills out the rest
________Your research was turned in on time (first class day of week 2). You need to do the research before you take the pictures. Your teacher initials this on the proof due date. Worth 20 of 100 points.
________Your proofs were turned in on time (first class day of week 2). Your teacher initials this on the proof due date. Worth 30 of 100 points.
________Your final assignment was turned in on time. Your teacher initials this on the assignment due date. Late assignments will not be accepted unless you have an excused absence. You can turn in
the assignment one day late for each excused day. What day(s) were you absent?________________________

Assignment Requirements
(Subject matter, number of
images, size, properly naming
files, resolution etc.)

Subject matter does not satisfy assignment.
Images are missing; contain incorrect or
inappropriate subject matter.
-50 Points

Images meet the minimum level of quality and
subject matter to satisfy the assignment. Subject
matter could be improved; some images appear to
be last minute work. 5 Points

Strong choice of subject matter. Images
are edited to include only the strongest
elements. Proper size, naming and
resolution.
10 Points

Composition

The images are shot in a haphazard manner. Little
thought was put into the placement of the elements
in the image. Backgrounds are busy or
distract.Weak center of interest.
 -25 Points

Image composition has potential, but other
angles, focal lengths and positioning of subjects
will improve image.
5 Points

Strong composition. Images are strong
because of layout and placement of the
camera.
10 Points

Image Quality

Images are not properly exposed and/or focused.
Images have not been adjusted in Photoshop
correctly. Sharpness, color correcting and contrast
are poor.
-25 Points

Images are slightly out of focus or blurry. Images
are slightly over/under exposed. Needs additional
color correction and sharpening in Photoshop
(levels adjustments, unsharp mask).

5 Points

Images are high quality, properly exposed,
and sharp. Shutter speed was high enough
to produce sharp (not blurry) images.
Images have good contrast and color
saturation.
10 Points

Concept (idea)

More research and thought are required to avoid
the obvious interpretation of the assignment.
Further brainstorming ideas are recommended.
-25 Points

Ideas for images and satisfying assignment are
there, but the execution needs improvement. Tell
the idea/story through another “angle”
5 Points

Use of Design Elements

Elements and principles of design are not used
effectively.
-25 Points

Image uses elements of design, but their use
could be improved to more effectively
communicate the assignments goals. 5 Points

Strong, effective concept and center of
interest. Idea is communicated clearly
and concisely.
10 Points

Images and composition use the elements
of design to create a strong layout.
10 Points

______Please see me, I have a question about your assignment. Total assignment points _____/100

